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ESTIMATED
COST

less than
$10

Is it more than heat that’s keeping
you out of your kitchen? Make over
the space for next to nothing.

People who complain about their kitchens tend
to make a stink about their garbage cans. Since
you can’t get rid of it, give it a cool new look
with decorative, sticky contact paper. Wrap a
roll around the can and cut it to ﬁt. Bonus: The
material is naturally spill-proof!
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ESTIMATED
COST

$15-$22

ESTIMATED
COST

$0
(use leftover
paint!)
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focus on the eyesores

de-flare your fridge

Magnets and hanging papers create an instant
mess (and we know how much time you spend by
the fridge). Convert the back of a cabinet door into
a display area instead, says James Young, host of
DIY Network’s new show I Hate My Kitchen. Just
paint it with magnetic primer (sold at hardware
stores), so magnets can stick out of sight. “You can
even paint over it with a color you like.”
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fake architecture with paint

Coloring the walls would obviously be a way to
add interest, but focusing on smaller areas is a
far easier (and quicker) route, Young says. Paint
a diamond or another fun shape on your ceiling
around overhead lights or a chandelier. Use paint
tape to mark off the space, and keep the color
between the lines. —JENNIFER CHEN

A VACATION YOU’LL
NEVER FORGET,
AND YOUR FRIENDS
WILL NEVER BELIEVE.

Create a Las Vegas vacation unlike any other. Savor the evening
at one of ARIA’s 16 outstanding restaurants, including Chef
Shawn McClain’s Sage and Chef Michael Mina’s AMERICAN FISH. Experience
Viva ELVIS™ by Cirque du Soliel ®. Finally, travel in style in an Alamo car rental by
day, and a Maverick Helicopter tour at night. Truly, this is the vacation of a lifetime.
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